Featured Application: The proposed method is applicable for static 3D advertising and holographic packaging.
Introduction
Holography can fully reconstruct 3D scene with all phase and amplitude information. The traditional optical holography can record very high-resolution hologram with laser as illumination but stable optical platform is needed as well as other optical devices. Different from the optical holography, the 3D information can be coded into a computer generated hologram for holographic 3D display [1, 2] . Many efforts for dynamic holographic displays have been made for monochrome display or color display using laser or LED as illumination [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The progresses on dynamic holographic 3D display, however, still have proven difficult due to the constraints of limited bandwidth of current available spatial light modulator (SLM) and huge amount of calculation.
High-resolution holograms such as rainbow holograms and Fresnel holograms are applicable for 3D advertising and packaging because of the emerging of holographic printing technology [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The biggest challenge for high-resolution holography is the huge amount of computation. Multiple algorithms such as point cloud-based, layer-based, triangular mesh-based algorithms as well as the holographic stereogram methods have been proposed [15] [16] [17] [18] . However, those methods are not effective for reducing the calculation burden for high-resolution hologram. We have proposed frequency fusing methods similar to holographic stereogram for full-parallax image hologram [11] and color rainbow hologram [10] calculation with high efficiency but the sizes of calculated holograms are limited by the RAM (Random Access Memory) of computer. Rectangular tiling algorithms have been proposed for high-resolution hologram calculation free of limitation from computer RAM [19, 20] . Taking the reference [19] as an example, each rectangular tile is calculated by using the 3D object data within the field of view (FOV) of this tile using point cloud-based method. A full-parallax hologram with a resolution of 20,000 × 20,000 can be up to 32.9 hours. Another rectangular tiling based algorithm is integral holography, which is the combination of integral imaging 3D display and holography [21] [22] [23] [24] . In this method, each element light field image (EI) rendered from a micro-lens array or pinhole array is firstly fast Fourier transformed (FFT) as the complex amplitude of each elemental hologram or called hogel. And then the hogel is calculated by interference the complex amplitude with a reference wave. However, the calculation of complex amplitude using FFT is time consuming especially for large scale high-resolution hologram calculation.
In order to reduce the computational time of the high-resolution hologram and inspired from integral holography, a simple and fast calculation method without using FFT is proposed. A pinhole array is set behind the holographic plane for rendering EIs. Each EI located on the holographic plane is multiplied with a divergent spherical wave, which is regarded as the complex amplitude of this hogel. And a reference wave is interfered with complex amplitude for this hogel calculation. Parallel acceleration is used to speed up the calculation because the calculation of each hogel is independent. A full parallax high-resolution hologram with a resolution of 200,000 × 200,000 is calculated only within 8 minutes. The validity of this proposed method is approved by optical reconstructions. Figure  1 , pj y is the coordinate of EI in the y direction, which can be expressed as: (1) 3 of 9 The calculation can also be applied to the x direction and pi x of projected EI can be expressed as:
Methods
is the coordinate of the object point P in 3D coordinate system and ) , (
EI can be expressed as:
where p A is the amplitude of object point
) , ( j i is the index of the EI. The phase of this hogel on holographic plane is a phase of sphere wave from the pinhole to the hogel, which can be expressed as,
The complex amplitude of object wave-front corresponding to each hogel is the multiply of Eq. (3) by a divergent sphere wave with the phase illustrated in Eq. (4). This concept is simple and straightforward. From the view of local area, the local amplitude and spherical wave control the amplitude and propagation direction of this small beamlet.
Assuming that the reference light is a plane wave and the angle between the plane wave in the y direction and the z axis is
hogel can be expressed as:
After the parameters of PA and FOV of the hologram as well as other necessary parameters are provided, each hogel can be calculated independently. And the all hogels form the final high-resolution hologram.
Experiment and results
The pixel pitch h d of the hologram is 0.318 μm, which is determined by our holographic printer [9] [10] [11] . This principle of the home-made holographic printer is similar with the holographic printer introduced in reference [12] , but the light source in our holographic printer is a blue LED with center wavelength of 365 nm rather than a laser. The max frequency that the holographic printer can be supported is Figure 2 (a). The first layer has a distance of 10 mm while the second layer has a distance 20 mm from the holographic plane H. The two layer Chinese characters are shifted in the vertical direction to guarantee not to overlap when they are viewed from the front view for simplicity. The 3D model has a size of 64 mm × 64 mm ×10 mm (W × H × D) with 984K object points. The front view of the 3D model is shown in Figure 2 In the rendering of the EIs, the sampling intervals for both x and y directions are set as 4 μm and the resolution of each EI is 222 × 88 pixels. The parameters for hologram calculation are summarized in Table I. In the proposed method, the size of EI is the same as the size of hogel, but the sampling intervals are different. After we get an EI from the 3D model, this EI is firstly interpolated to a new EI with the same resolution as the hogel. The interpolated EI is used for hologram calculation according to Eq. (5). In the calculation, after the size of EI is determined, the number of EI is calculated by . The resolution 200K × 200K of the hologram is also approximation of the physic size of 63.6 mm × 63.6 mm. The approximation is possible because missing a little bit of data on the outer edge of the hologram does not affect the 3D display. Figure 3 (a) shows the rendered light field image, which contains all EIs rendered from the 3D model. Figure 3(b) is a partial enlarged light field image. The light field image almost has a resolution of 16K × 16K, which is much higher than the resolution of current commercially available display panels. The high-resolution light field image and high-resolution hologram guarantee high imaging quality and large FOV of reconstructed 3D image.
Because of the independent property of calculation for each hogel in the proposed method, In the reconstruction, a halogen lamp available in our lab is used as illumination source. The reconstruction of the hologram is demonstrated in Figure 6 From the optical reconstruction, the parallax is smooth and the FOV is large. The brightness is a little difference due to the uneven incline illumination on this large area hologram. Figure 7 shows three images captured by our camera focusing on part of the holographic plane with different viewing angles. The two speckles in the red and green circles on the holographic plane are used as reference positions. From the results we can know that different perspective light coming from different position of the holographic plane, which is the core point of our method to encode the propagation of each pixel in EI to different angle with divergent sphere wave phase factor. The large hogel size in the first experiment causes that human eyes can easily distinguish each hogel on the holographic plane. The 3D image viewed by the human eye is like watching through a fence. In order to reduce the fence effect and improve the quality of the displayed result, the second experiment is designed and carried out using the same model as the first experiment but with different parameters. In the second experiment, the distance between the pinhole array and holographic plane is 25 . 0  f mm. In this situation, each hogel has a resolution of 700 × 277 pixels corresponding to the physic size of 0.22 mm × 0.09 mm. The sampling pitch in each EI is set as 1 μm and the resolution of each EI is 222 × 88 pixels, which is the same as in the first experiment. The Figure 8 shows the three reconstructed images. And the supplementary video II shows the 3D reconstruction from different viewing angles. 
Discussion
To encode the high-resolution light field image into a high-resolution hologram has two important advantages: displaying of 3D image with higher resolution and the dramatically decreased calculation time of high-resolution hologram. In our proposed method, a pinhole array behind the holographic plane is used for EIs rendering and a divergent sphere wave is used as the phase information for each EI. However, the pinhole array can also be set in front of holographic plane and convergent sphere wave is used as phase information.
In the calculation, converting each EI to the complex amplitude information on each hogel plane using FFT is not needed in the proposed method. And the phase factor of divergent sphere wave is the same for all hogels, which means the phase factor is only needed to be calculated one time and reused for each hogel calculation. This direct encoding method can greatly reduce the computational time of high-resolution hologram.
In the encoding process of hologram, plane wave is used as reference wave for simplicity. Actually, a divergent sphere wave is more practical because the white light we used or a white light LED for illumination of the hologram is approximately a divergent wave. The reason why a white light can be used to reconstruct the hologram is that the distance between the reconstructed image and the holographic plane is near, similar to the case of the image holography, the color dispersion due to the white light illumination does not have a large influence on the reproduced 3D image. It should be noted that to display the hologram with laser as illumination is still possible with a higher resolution of reconstructed 3D image but speckle noise will exist.
we demonstrate two experiments for 3D display with different hogel size and sampling pitch. From the results, we can conclude that the calculation time is associated with the number of object points in the 3D model and EIs as well as the sampling interval in each EI. Well-designed parameters will guarantee high quality reconstructed image with a relative short computational time. The parallel computing using a GPU (graphics processing unit) is still possible for reduction of computational time further.
The displayed results with white light as illumination is a grayscale 3D display. However, the concept of full color rainbow holography [9, 12] can also be applied to our method for full color 3D display at the cost of losing vertical parallax.
In the proposed method, the resolution of each EI and size of EI or hogel are related, which means a large FOV will cause large hogel size and lead to more fence effect. A large depth 3D display is not possible with this method because the image far from the holographic plane will be blur due to the white light illumination. However, the proposed method is still valuable for holographic packing or 3D display purpose with relative small depth.
Conclusion
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In this study, a simple and fast method for full parallax high-resolution holographic 3D display is demonstrated without using FFT. The encoding of the high-resolution light field image with holographic method to speed up the calculation is the essence of our method. A high-resolution hologram with 40 billion pixels is calculated only within 8 minutes and the optical 3D reconstruction is effectively approved by experiments.
